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Instructions: Create an “entry” for each word which includes multiple aspects of the word. Refer to the “Guideline for Vocabulary Learning: Vocabulary in 4 Dimensions” handout in order to consider ways to incorporate 1) accuracy, 2) meaning, 3) use, and 4) practice over time. Include more information on words you are least familiar with. It’s ok to include less information on a word if you already know it well.

Resource center for undocumented students, p. 1
1) undocumented
2) ethnicity
3) tangible
4) unanimously
5) rescind
6) makeshift

Professor’s research contributed to iPhone X, p. 1
7) revolutionize
8) sparse
9) startup
10) rigid
11) deformation
12) subtleties
13) seminal
14) Holy Grail

Reclusive musician Allan Rayman, p. 3
15) buzzing with
16) reclusive
17) brooding
18) somber
19) a lost cause
20) resonate
21) strike a chord

Dialogue affects mental health access, p. 4
22) apprehend
23) unheeded
24) procrastinate
25) stigmatized
26) afflicted
27) bipolar
28) impunity
29) futile